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Providing football data analytics products & 

services for Scouting and Performance 

departments at Football Clubs

Data-driven player, team & league 

performance evaluations with dynamic 

dashboards compiling 

35+ leagues

700+ teams,

35k+ players,

75k+ matches 

250+ driven metrics 

from current and past seasons accessible 

under ONE platform


London, UK
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Default & custom made reports with 

fully flexible system, adjustable to 

Club’s dynamic & immediate needs

Personalized reports and criteria-

based player scouting features to 

shortlist high performers and 

explore undiscovered young talents

Analysis of player, team & league 

performances based on playing 

styles, team formation or league 

difficulty

Dynamic & Flexible 

Reporting

Unique & advanced statistical 

Match Rating model; 

providing genuine, accurate 

and precise player 

performance assessment 

150+ on-pitch events 

impacting player ratings

100+ adjustable defensive & 

attacking metrics

Match Rating 

Model

Big Data in 

ONE Platform

35+ leagues | 700+ teams | 35k+ 

players | 75k+ matches

Integrated from various sources 

including OPTA, Transfermarkt, etc.

Dynamic filtering; perform searches in 

seconds & compare players

Visually appealing & functionally 

efficient dynamic dashboards 

Fully automated and immediate 

reporting & refreshing processes



Player | Team | League | Season 
Analytics Reports

In-depth analysis of any player, team, league or 

season that will give you actionable insights. 

Understand the playing styles of players, teams and 

leagues making sensible and consistent comparisons

In-depth Scouting Search 
Platform with 250+ metrics

Search for players according to your performance, 

playing style, age, nationality etc. criteria. 

Discover young talents or shortlist players from 

all around the world to watch in person to justify 

transfer decisions

Match Reports
Have access to detailed Match Reports in

 any league in seconds that  show insightful 

player and team statistical analyses

Instant Player Flagging 
Notification System

Get notified immediately when a 16 year old talent makes his 

debut in Campeonato Brasileiro or a player with low market 

value starts showing consistently high performance. Weekly 

Player Flagging with set criteria is one of our top rated reports

Market Value Analysis
Would like to explore under-valued and high-

performing players? Simple but effective 

report that will be a game changer in Scouting

Custom Tailored Dashboards & 
Ad-Hoc Analysis Request Reporting

Every Club has its own unique culture. We are happy to take 

your inputs to create new tailored custom dashboards or 

modify existing ones to exactly match your needs & 

requirements. We also take one-off analysis requests and 

provide tailored reporting

1 

Month

Trial 

Period
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